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Abstract
Domain adaptation for semantic segmentation aims to
improve the model performance in the presence of a distribution shift between source and target domain. Leveraging the supervision from auxiliary tasks (such as depth estimation) has the potential to heal this shift because many
visual tasks are closely related to each other. However,
such a supervision is not always available. In this work,
we leverage the guidance from self-supervised depth estimation, which is available on both domains, to bridge the
domain gap. On the one hand, we propose to explicitly
learn the task feature correlation to strengthen the target
semantic predictions with the help of target depth estimation. On the other hand, we use the depth prediction discrepancy from source and target depth decoders to approximate the pixel-wise adaptation difficulty. The adaptation
difficulty, inferred from depth, is then used to refine the
target semantic segmentation pseudo-labels. The proposed
method can be easily implemented into existing segmentation frameworks. We demonstrate the effectiveness of our
approach on the benchmark tasks SYNTHIA-to-Cityscapes
and GTA-to-Cityscapes, on which we achieve the new stateof-the-art performance of 55.0% and 56.6%, respectively.
Our code is available at https://qin.ee/corda.

1. Introduction
The task of semantic segmentation requires models to
assign pixel-level category labels to given scenes. While
deep learning models have achieved good performance on
benchmark datasets with the help of a large amount of high
quality annotated training data [1, 48], they still face the
real-world challenge of the domain shift between training
and test data because of the variance in illumination, appearance, viewpoints, backgrounds, etc. Unsupervised domain
adaptation (UDA) can potentially heal this domain gap by
aligning the domain distributions [40], or recursively refining the target pseudo-labels [55].
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Figure 1. We propose to use self-supervised depth estimation (green) to improve semantic segmentation performance under
the unsupervised domain adaptation setup. We explicitly learn the
task feature correlation (orange) between semantics and depth and
use it to improve the target semantics. We use the adaptation difficulty (blue) approximated by depth prediction discrepancy of the
target image from two domain-specific depth decoders to refine
our target semantic pseudo-label. The proposed correlation-aware
domain adaptation method can largely improve the segmentation
performance in the target domain.

In recent years, motivated by the success of multi-task
learning [49, 44], auxiliary tasks (such as depth estimation) have been increasingly used to help the adaptation. As
auxiliary tasks are often coupled with the semantics, they
have been proved to be beneficial for the main segmentation
task [19]. Existing works [41, 3] typically utilize the easyto-access depth information from a synthetic source domain
to train an auxiliary depth network but do not take target
depth into account because of its inaccessibility. Inspired by
recent progress on self-supervised depth estimation, where
depth can be trained from stereo pairs [7, 8] or video sequences [54], we propose to make use of self-supervised
depth estimates for the domains (the source domain and/or
target domain) on which ground-truth depth is not available.
The additional self-supervised depth estimation can facilitate us to explicitly learn the correlation between tasks to
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improve the final semantic segmentation performance. The
learning of the correlation is motivated by the fact that the
correlation between tasks is more invariant across domains
than the individual modalities. As mentioned by previous
works [3], sky is always faraway, roads and sideways are
always flat. These domain-robust correlations between semantics and depth have the potential to largely improve the
target semantic segmentation performance in the presence
of a domain shift.
To this end, we propose to exploit such a correlation in
two ways. On the one hand, we propose to explicitly learn
the task feature correlation between depth and semantics.
This is achieved by using domain-shared multi-modal distillation modules to model the interaction and complementarity between semantics and depth features. The correlation learned from the source domain can be shared and
transferred to the target domain to improve target segmentation performance. On the other hand, we make use of
the correlation to refine the target semantic pseudo-labels.
We approximate the adaptation difficulty by calculating the
discrepancy between the predictions of the domain-specific
depth decoders. As depth and semantics are coupled, we
make the assumption that the estimated adaptation difficulty can be transferred from depth to semantics. We propose to use this relation to guide the semantic segmentation
pseudo-label refinement on the target domain. Combining
the two ways of correlation exploitation leads to our proposed Correlation-Aware Domain Adaptation (CorDA) approach. We illustrate the two ways to utilize the correlation
in Figure 1.
It is also worth mentioning that our strategies can be implemented easily. The self-supervised depth estimation can
be learned from easy-to-access image sequences or stereo
images and the proposed correlation learning module can
be readily incorporated into existing UDA networks for semantic segmentation. We demonstrate the effectiveness of
our proposed approach on the benchmark tasks SYNTHIAto-Cityscapes and GTA-to-Cityscapes, on which we achieve
new state-of-the-art segmentation performance.
Our contributions are summarized as follows:
• We propose a novel UDA framework which effectively
utilizes self-supervised depth estimation available on
both domains to improve semantic segmentation.
• Specifically, we explicitly learn the correlation between modalities and share it across domains. Furthermore, we refine the semantic pseudo-labels by using
the adaptation difficulty approximated by depth prediction discrepancy.
• Despite of the simplicity, our proposed approach
achieves new state-of-the-art segmentation performance on the benchmark tasks SYNTHIA-toCityscapes and GTA-to-Cityscapes.

2. Related Work
Unsupervised domain adaptation Unsupervised domain adaptation (UDA) [27, 28] aims to improve the target model performance in the presence of a domain shift
between the labeled source and unlabeled target domain.
Many UDA methods have been proposed to alleviate the domain shift. One common motivation is to align the source
and target distribution [6]. This can be achieved in several
different ways. AdaptSegNet [37] and Advent [40] alleviates the domain shift by adversarially aligning the distributions in the output space or feature space. Another popular
direction is to align the input pixels of source and target
images via generative adversarial networks [13] or Fourier
transforms [47]. In recent years, especially in the field of
UDA for semantic segmentation, pseudo-label refinement
under a self-training frameworks has achieved competitive
results. By iteratively using gradually-improving target
pseudo-labels to train the network, the performance on the
target domain can be further improved. Following this motivation, CBST [55] improved the self-training performance
by using class-specific thresholds. PyCDA [21] found that
including pseudo-labels in different scales can further improve model performance. [53] used the uncertainty of semantic predictions to refine the pseudo-labels. Using prototypes [50] to refine pseudo-labels has also shown promising results. Recently, DACS [36] demonstrated strong results by combining self-training with ClassMix [25], which
mixes source and target images during the training.
Use of geometric information in semantic segmentation Additional geometric information has been recently increasingly used to help learning the semantics [29] because
geometric and semantic information are highly correlated.
In the UDA setup, there are several works which pioneered
this direction. SPIGAN [19] translates source images into
the style of targets to reduce the domain gap. An auxiliary depth regression task is used in SPIGAN to regularize
the generator, and better capture the semantics for the translated image. DADA [41] uses an auxiliary depth prediction
branch to predict the depth for both domains. The predictions are later fused together with semantic predictions and
fed into the domain discriminator. GIO-Ada [3] makes use
of the depth information in both input-space translation and
output-level adaptation, where a discriminator is applied on
the concatenation of depth and semantic predictions. Existing works often use the additional depth information from
the synthetic data in the source domain. The supervision
from target geometric information is largely unexplored.
Multi-task distillation Our work is also closely related
to multi-task learning (MTL) [38], where multiple tasks are
predicted by a single network. Modern multi-task learning methods [44, 52, 39] aim at distilling the information
from different tasks. This is often achieved by using a
shared backbone network and task-specific heads. Initial
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task predictions are first made to learn task-specific intermediate features. These task-specific feature representations
are then combined via a multi-modal distillation unit, before
performing the final task predictions. Most multi-task learning works focus on the fully-supervised case where there
exist no domain shift and the ground truths for all tasks are
directly provided. We focus on the UDA setup where target ground truth is not provided for both main and auxiliary
tasks. MTL under such a setup is understudied. Motivated
by the success of these methods we modify and generalize
the PAD-Net [44] to capture the correlation between modalities across domains in order to facilitate the efficient joint
learning of semantics and depth in the UDA setup. The idea
of the multi-modality learning was also explored in other
related areas such as object detection [22, 18, 26].
Self-supervised learning Our work is also related to
self-supervised learning in a broad sense. Self-supervised
learning has recently achieved strong performance in learning meaningful representations in various vision tasks [10,
2]. In the UDA for classification context, self-supervised
learning has been shown to be able to improve generalization ability in the target domain by learning to predict auxiliary tasks [45, 33, 35]. However, The auxiliary tasks used
by these works are relatively arbitrary (such as rotation prediction) and do not exploit the correlation between the main
task and auxiliary task. In this work, we exploit the possibility of using depth estimation to improve the semantic segmentation performance under the UDA framework. In contrast to works combining (semi-)supervised semantic segmentation with self-supervised depth estimation [15, 14],
we explicitly deal with the challenge of the domain shift.

3. Methodology
In the UDA setup, we are given labeled data from
the source domain and unlabeled training samples from
the target domain. As annotations for synthetic data are
comparably easy to generate, labeled synthetic data is often used as source S and unlabeled target data is treated
as target T . Formally, in the source domain, we have
DS = {(xS1 , y1S , dS1 ), . . . , (xSn , ynS , dSn )} as the set of labeled training data, where xSi is the i-th sample, yiS is the
corresponding label for semantic segmentation, dSi is the
label for an optional auxiliary task (such as depth estimation), and n is the total number of labeled source samples.
The optional auxiliary task is not used in the classic UDA
training setup. Similarly, target real training data can be
represented as DT = {(xT1 , dT1 ), . . . , (xTm dTm )} where xTi
is the i-th unlabeled training sample, dTi is the label for
an optional auxiliary task, and m is the number of unlabeled samples. The task of UDA for semantic segmentation is to train a model which performs well on test images
test
Dtest = {xtest
} from the target domain T . We
1 , . . . , xt
consider depth estimation as the auxiliary task.

Precise depth information is often not provided in the
real-world target dataset. Existing works therefore often
only use the source depth information from the virtual environment. Unfortunately, this limits the possibility of learning the comprehensive correlation between modalities and
domains. To overcome this limitation, in this work, we
propose to use self-supervised depth estimates as pseudo
ground truth on the target domain dTi . The use of selfsupervised depth enables us to exploit the correlation between modalities to further improve the UDA performance
as shown in Figure 1. First, we learn the domain-robust
task feature correlation between semantics and depth features on the source domain and transfer it with the target
domain as described in Section 3.2. In our implementation,
in order to avoid a two-stage training, we used a continuous transfer by having a shared module during the learning
process. Second, we approximate the adaptation difficulty
by calculating the discrepancy between the predictions of
source and target depth decoder. As depth and semantics
are naturally coupled, we use the adaptation difficulty to refine the semantic pseudo labels as described in Section 3.3.

3.1. Self-Supervised Depth Estimation
The self-supervised depth estimation can be trained from
stereo pairs [7, 8] or video sequences [54]. Both are relatively easy to obtain and, therefore, often already part of
real-world datasets. By using off-the-shelf solutions such as
Semi-Global Matching [12] and MonoDepth2 [9], pseudo
depth information can be easily generated. The generated
depth is used as the fixed pseudo depth ground truth for the
training of our proposed model. A detailed explanation on
the generation process is provided in Section 4 and more extensively in the supplementary. If depth information is unavailable in the source domain, such as for GTA5 [30], the
same generation procedure can be applied as well. These
additional depth estimates can now facilitate the learning of
correlation between semantics and depth in both domains.

3.2. Correlation-Aware Architecture
In order to exploit the domain-robust correlation between the depth and the semantic information, we adapt
recent developments of multi-task learning [44, 39] to our
correlation-aware UDA framework. Figure 2 depicts the
framework of the proposed approach. Both domains share
a common convolutional backbone network to encode images into deep features. This can be achieved by any modern deep CNN model. Then, domain-specific depth heads
and a shared semantic prediction head are used to generate intermediate multi-modal predictions. In the next step,
a domain-shared task feature correlation module is used to
explicitly learn the correlation between depth and semantics and incorporate the complementary information from
the other task to strengthen final segmentation predictions.
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Figure 2. The network architecture of our proposed Correlation-Aware Domain Adaptation (CorDA), in which we combine the proposed
task feature correlation module and the pseudo-label refinement based on adaptation difficulty transfer. The semantic and depth features
are processed by the domain-shared feature correlation module to explicitly learn the domain-robust correlation between them and provide
complementary information for the other modality. In addition, as shown in the right-most side of the figure, during the training process,
the semantic pseudo-labels are re-weighted based on the adaptation difficulty approximated by the depth prediction discrepancy.

Domain-specific intermediate predictions Intermediate predictions are first generated to enable the later learning
of the correlation between semantic and depth information.
By applying convolution bottlenecks on the backbone features, we acquire semantic features and depth features of
256 channels. Semantic and depth prediction heads are applied to provide the intermediate predictions. We use two
separate depth heads for source and target domains as depth
supervision from both domains are available with the help
of self-supervised depth estimation. Since there is no strong
supervision available for target semantic predictions, we
share the semantic heads for both domains. Predictions are
re-scaled to the input resolution by bilinear interpolation.
Following [41], we use the reverse Huber loss for depth:
(
|ez | , if |ez | ≤ c,
berHu(ez ) = e2 +c2
(1)
z
otherwise,
2c
where c is the threshold which is set to 51 of the maximum
depth difference. We use the cross entropy loss for the semantic loss calculation. This leads us to the following loss
components for the intermediate prediction losses:

L̃Sseg (xS , yS ) = −

H X
W
X

S
yS log ŷinit
,

(2)

T
wỹT log ŷinit
,

(3)

h=1 w=1

L̃Tseg (xT , yT ) = −

H X
W
X

where ŷinit are the semantic intermediate predictions. ỹT is
the one-hot semantic pseudo-label for target domain. Both
S
T
ŷinit
and ŷinit
are the intermediate semantic predictions
from the same shared semantic decoder. d̂S and d̂T are
the intermediate depth predictions from the separate source
and target depth decoders. w is a pixel-wise pseudo-label
weight which we will introduce in Section 3.3. Following [3, 41], inverse depth is adopted for the depth learning
losses. For all our experiments, the ground-truth depth is
either from the simulator or from pre-calculated depth estimations. The tilde in L̃ indicates that this is the loss function
for the intermediate predictions.
Shared task feature correlation module The semantic and depth features from the last step are then fed into a
domain-shared task feature correlation module to learn the
correlation between semantics and depth. This is achieved
by incorporating two spatial attentions, which capture the
mutual relationship between depth and semantics. The design of the feature correlation module is largely inspired
by works in the field of multi-task learning [39, 44], where
similar attention modules were used to help the joint learning of multiple tasks. Existing works extract the correlation
from multiples scales and different modalities. We build
our module based on PAD-Net [44] because of its simplicity and effectiveness. Specifically, given the semantic features Fseg and the depth features Fdepth , the distilled feao
o
tures Fseg
, Fdepth
, are calculated by:

h=1 w=1

L̃Sdepth (xS , dS )

=

H X
W
X

berHu(d̂Sinit

S

o
Fseg
= Fseg + (Wd1 ⊗ Fdepth )

− d ),

(4)

berHu(d̂Tinit − dT ),

(5)

h=1 w=1

L̃Tdepth (xT , dT ) =

H X
W
X
h=1 w=1

o
Fdepth
= Fdepth + (Ws1 ⊗ Fseg )

σ(Wd2 ⊗ Fdepth ) (6)
σ(Ws2 ⊗ Fseg ),

(7)

where ⊗ denotes the convolution operation and denotes
the element-wise multiplication. σ is the sigmoid function
for the normalization of the attention map. W denotes the
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learnable weights for the convolution. We notice that this
self-attention variant performs better in our experiments.
The benefits of the task feature correlation module are
twofold. On the one hand, the attention captures the complementary information from the other modality and ignores the irrelevant information. Thus, we explicitly learn
the correlation between the two modalities. On the other
hand, by designing to share the attentions from the source
domain to the target domain, we aim to learn a more robust
and more generalizable correlation.
Domain-specific final decoders Given the distilled seo
o
mantic features Fseg
and the distilled depth features Fdepth
,
we can now provide the final predictions for the entire network. Similar to the intermediate predictions, we use a
shared semantic decoder for both domains to perform fio
nal predictions using Fseg
as input. The depth decoders of
source and target domain remain independent. The overall
loss function for the entire network, thus, results in:
L = L̃Sseg + L̃Tseg + αS L̃Sdepth + αT L̃Tdepth
+ LSseg + LTseg + αS LSdepth + αT LTdepth ,

(8)

where αS and αT are the hyperparameters for the depth
loss. The loss functions for the final predictions have the
same formulations as their intermediate counterparts.
Summary of the architecture The architecture of the
proposed framework, thus, contains domain-specific depth
decoders and a shared task feature correlation module to explicitly learn the correlation between the depth and semantics. The final semantic predictions ŷ T for the target images
can then be generated by the semantic decoder.

3.3. Pseudo-Label Refinement with Adaptation Difficulty
As target semantic supervision is unavailable in the UDA
setup, it is common for self-training approaches [56, 21]
to use target semantic predictions ŷ T as semantic pseudolabels ỹ T for the training. However, pseudo-labels can be
noisy and over-confident [56], thus it is important to filter
out unreliable ones. Existing works refine pseudo-labels by
exploiting prediction uncertainty [53] and class-wise confidence [56]. Our method is complementary to them. We
leverage the availability of self-supervised depth and task
correlations to refine the semantic pseudo-labels.
With domain-specific depth decoders, we can approximate the difficulty of domain adaptation by calculating the
discrepancy between the predictions of source and target
depth decoders on the target image. As depth and semantics
are naturally coupled, we assume that the estimated adaptation difficulty can be transferred from depth to semantics.
We exploit this relation to refine the semantic pseudo labels.
Specifically, given a target image input xT , we calculate
the final depth predictions of the target image using both the

source depth decoder f S and the target depth decoder f T .
We compare the pixel-wise prediction discrepancy between
the depth estimated by both the source and target decoder.
The discrepancy is then used as an indicator for the pixelwise adaptation difficulty. We hypothesize that the adaptation difficulty can be transferred from depth to semantics
because of the coupled relationship of semantic and depth.
Pixels where the depth prediction discrepancy is high indicate a larger domain gap for this region, thus, should be assigned a lower weight for the semantic pseudo-labels. The
following equation is used to assign weights for the semantic pseudo-labels on the target domain:
∆ = abs(f S (xT ) − f T (xT ))
∆
w = relu(1 − T ),
d

(9)

where dT is the pseudo ground truth of the target depth
and the pixel-wise weight w is applied on target semantic
pseudo labels in L̃Tseg and LTseg , as shown in Equation 3.
The prediction difference is normalized by the pseudo
ground truth dT in order to make the prediction difference
more comparable across pixels with different distances with
respect to the camera. The pixel-wise weight w is designed
to be in the range 0 to 1. If the source and target depth decoders give identical predictions for a pixel in the target image, this indicates that the domain gap in this region is very
small, and the predicted semantic pseudo-label is likely to
be correct. Thus, we assign 1 to the semantic pseudo-label
for this pixel. If the depth prediction difference is large, then
the domain gap is large, thus, it is hard to predict the semantics correctly. In this case, the weight w becomes closer to
0, and the semantic pseudo-label for this region has little
contribution to the semantic training loss.

3.4. Summary
Combining the proposed correlation-aware architecture
with the task feature correlation transfer and the pseudolabel refinement with adaptation difficulty leads to our
Correlation-Aware Domain Adaptation (CorDA) framework. As shown in Figure 2, we use a correlation-aware
architecture, which incorporates a shared feature correlation module and domain-specific depth decoders. During
the entire training process, the semantic pseudo-labels are
re-weighted using the pixel-wise domain gap indicator introduced in our depth-guided difficulty refinement.
The proposed method can be readily integrated into any
UDA framework for semantic segmentation. To show that
our method is complementary to existing frameworks, we
use DACS [36] as our base framework as it offers a simple
but strong baseline. DACS mixes source and target images
and uses a fixed threshold to filter the pseudo-labels.
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4. Experiments
We evaluate our proposed approach on the benchmark
tasks SYNTHIA-to-Cityscapes and GTA-to-Cityscapes.
Cityscapes The Cityscapes dataset [5] is a real-world
dataset containing driving scenarios of European cities. It
contains fine semantic segmentations with 19 classes and
consists of 2,975 training images as well as 500 validation
images. Following the experimental protocol used by [3],
the original images which have a fixed spatial resolution
of 2048 × 1024 pixels are down-sized to 1024 × 512. We
use the publicly-available stereo depth estimation from [34].
These depth estimations were originally generated using
the Semi-Global Matching [12] with stereoscopic inpainting [42]. In the ablation study, we also evaluate the possibility of using self-supervised monocular depth estimation
as pseudo ground truth for Cityscapes. It is provided by a
Monodepth2 [9] model trained on the Cityscapes training
image sequences. We use the Cityscapes training set without labels as target domain for the adaptation and report our
results on the validation set. We always report the Intersection Over Union (IoU) for per class performance as well as
the mean Intersection over Union (mIoU) over all classes.
SYNTHIA The SYNTHIA dataset [31] is a synthetic
dataset of road scenes collected from a virtual environment. Following the setup used by [41, 3], we adopt the
SYNTHIA-RAND-CITYSCAPES split using Cityscapesstyle annotations (16 overlapping classes). The dataset consists of 9,400 synthetic images. We use the simulated depth
provided by the dataset as our source depth supervision.
GTA5 The GTA5 dataset [30] is generated from a game
environment. It contains 24,966 images which are labeled
using Cityscapes-style annotation (19 classes). We use
Monodepth2 [9] to generate the depth information for the
GTA5 dataset. The monodepth2 model is trained solely on
the image sequences from GTA5 dataset. We will release
our monocular depth estimation datasets.

Baseline [36]
SimpleAux
CorDA (F)
CorDA (FD)

X
X
X

X
X

Difficulty
Refine.

Feature
Corr.

Method

Depth

Table 1. Ablation study of different components in our proposed framework on the SYNTHIA-to-Cityscapes adaptation task.
Stereo depth estimation is used for the target data. mIoU* denotes
performance over 13 classes excluding wall, fence, and pole as it
is also widely used in the literature.

X

mIoU*

mIoU

54.8
55.9
62.4
62.8

48.3
49.6
54.2
55.0

Implementation details For our correlation-aware architecture, we adopt ResNet-101 [11] as the shared encoder
and DeepLabv2 [1] as task decoder. The semantic and depth
feature bottlenecks are residual blocks with two 3x3 and
four 1x1 convolution operations. Our training procedure is
based on DACS [36] and enhanced by our pseudo-label refinement with adaptation difficulty. Following [36], batch
size is set as 2. The learning rate starts from 2.5 × 10−4 and
follows a polynomial decay with exponent of 0.9. Images
from the source domain are scaled to 1280 × 760. The resolution of 1024 × 512 is used for the target domain as input
for training. Random crops of size 512 × 512 are used as
an additional augmentation. We set the weights for source
depth loss to αS = 0.01 and target depth loss weight to
αT = 0.001. All models are trained for 250,000 iterations.
We report our performance at the end of the training.

4.1. Results on SYNTHIA→
− Cityscapes
We first evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed model
on the SYNTHIA-to-Cityscapes task. We report the mIoU
performance on the common 16 classes.
Ablation study: individual modules The main contribution of our proposed framework is to utilize the selfsupervised depth to effectively learn the shared correlation
between tasks and domains. To validate our motivation, we
conduct an ablation study on each of these components. We
first include DACS as a strong baseline, which is already
able to capture semantics relatively well without the help of
geometric information. We then additionally use the selfsupervised depth and add the depth prediction auxiliary task
(without using the task feature correlation module) for both
source and target depth to check whether a naive approach
can provide improvement to the DACS baseline. Then, we
evaluate our proposed domain-shared task feature correlation module to verify the contribution of explicitly learning the correlation between modalities. Finally, we add our
pseudo-label refinement based on the adaptation difficulty.
This final setup corresponds to our proposed framework.
As shown in Table 1, directly using source and target depth information as auxiliary tasks (denoted as SimpleAux in the Table) without making any modifications on
the architecture and training process can already lead to a
small improvement over the DACS baseline and gives us
49.6% mIoU. This verifies the common belief that additional depth information can be helpful for learning semantics. However, the improvement is not significant, most
likely because this naive way of simultaneously learning
two tasks can not guarantee a good generalization ability
for both tasks [17, 44]. By explicitly modelling the correlation between depth and semantics using the correlationaware architecture with task feature correlation CorDA (F),
we can make better use of the depth information and sig8520

road

s.walk

build.

wall*

fence*

pole*

light

sign

veget.

sky

person

rider

car

bus

moto.

bike

Method
Source [36]
OutputAdapt [37]
ADVENT [40]
CBST [55]
R-MRNet [53]
SIM [43]
FDA [47]
Yang et al. [46]
IAST [24]
DACS [36]
SPIGAN [19]
GIO-Ada [3]
DADA [41]
CTRL [32]
CorDA (mono)
CorDA (stereo)

Depth

Table 2. Semantic segmentation results for the SYNTHIA-to-Cityscapes adaptation task. mIoU* denotes performance over 13 classes
excluding those marked with *.
mIoU*

X
X
X
X
X
X

36.3
84.3
85.6
68.0
87.6
83.0
79.3
85.1
81.9
80.6
71.1
78.3
89.2
86.4
90.2
93.3

14.6
42.7
42.2
29.9
41.9
44.0
35.0
44.5
41.5
25.1
29.8
29.2
44.8
42.5
47.5
61.6

68.8
77.5
79.7
76.3
83.1
80.3
73.2
81.0
83.3
81.9
71.4
76.9
81.4
80.4
85.6
85.3

9.2
8.7
10.8
14.7
17.7
21.5
3.7
11.4
6.8
20.0
24.5
19.6

0.2
0.4
1.4
1.7
4.6
2.9
0.3
0.3
0.3
1.0
3.0
5.1

24.4
25.9
33.9
36.2
32.3
37.2
33.2
26.5
26.2
27.7
38.2
37.8

5.6
4.7
5.4
22.8
31.3
17.1
19.9
16.4
30.9
22.7
6.4
10.8
8.6
10.5
41.6
36.6

9.1
7.0
8.1
29.5
19.9
15.8
24.0
15.2
28.8
24.0
15.6
17.2
11.1
13.3
36.5
42.8

69.0
77.9
80.4
77.6
81.6
80.5
61.7
80.1
83.4
83.7
81.2
81.7
81.8
80.6
85.9
84.9

79.4
82.5
84.1
78.3
80.6
81.8
82.6
84.8
85.0
90.8
78.9
81.9
84.0
82.6
91.7
90.4

52.5
54.3
57.9
60.6
63.0
59.9
61.4
59.4
65.5
67.6
52.7
45.8
54.7
61.0
70.3
69.7

11.3
21.0
23.8
28.3
21.8
33.1
31.1
31.9
30.8
38.3
13.1
15.4
19.3
23.7
42.4
41.8

49.8
72.3
73.3
81.6
86.2
70.2
83.9
73.2
86.5
82.9
75.9
68.0
79.7
81.8
86.0
85.6

9.5
32.2
36.4
23.5
40.7
37.3
40.8
41.0
38.2
38.9
25.5
15.9
40.7
42.9
42.9
38.4

11.0
18.9
14.2
18.8
23.6
28.5
38.4
32.6
33.1
28.5
10.0
7.5
14.0
21.0
34.7
32.6

20.7
32.3
33.0
39.8
53.1
45.8
51.1
44.7
52.7
47.6
20.5
30.4
38.8
44.7
50.4
53.9

33.7
46.7
48.0
48.9
54.9
52.1
52.5
53.1
57.0
54.8
42.4
43.0
49.8
51.5
62.0
62.8

nificantly reduce the domain gap. This leads to an 4.6%
absolute improvement, yielding 54.2% mIoU on the target
domain. If we remove the correlation learning modules and
keep the extra feature and semantic bottlenecks, the performance drops back to 51.7% mIoU. This clearly demonstrates the importance of learning the correlation between
the two modalities. In addition, by comparing the prediction discrepancy between source and target depth decoders,
we integrate our pseudo-label refinement with adaptation
difficulty module into the network, which leads to our final proposed framework CorDA (FD). This gives us further
0.8% of absolute performance improvement. From Table 1,
we can observe that both the correlation-aware architecture with task feature correlation and pseudo-label refinement with adaptation difficulty are beneficial for improving
the semantic segmentation performance. The results clearly
validate contributions of each of the proposed components.
Ablation study: choice of pseudo depth ground truth
As mentioned in earlier sections, the depth information
used as pseudo ground truth can come from a variety of
sources, such as self-supervised monocular depth estimation or stereoscopic depth estimation. In this ablation study,
we compare the impact of the choice of the source of depth
information and investigate the robustness of our proposed
method against different types of depth estimation. We
again use SYNTHIA-to-Cityscapes as our evaluation task.
We change the pseudo depth ground truth of Cityscapes
from the before stereoscopic estimation to monocular depth
estimation from Monodepth2. As shown in Table 2, the
performance of our complete model CorDA is relatively
similar with the two depth options. The use of monocular depth yields 54.5% mIoU, while the stereoscopic depth
yields 55.0% mIoU. Model performance with monocular
depth is slightly lower because the stereo depth usually has
higher estimation quality. In both cases, the performance

mIoU
29.5
41.2
42.6
47.9
49.8
48.3
36.8
37.3
42.6
45.0
54.5
55.0

Figure 3. Semantic segmentation results on GTA-to-Cityscapes.

is very competitive and much stronger than the baseline.
This indicates that the proposed method is relatively robust
to the choice of pseudo depth ground truth and is able to
capture the correlation between semantics and depth information, regardless of whether it is a monocular or stereo
estimation. We would like to highlight that for both stereo
and monocular depth estimations, only stereo pairs or image sequences from the same dataset are used to train and
generate the pseudo depth estimation model. As no data
from external datasets is used, and stereo pairs and image
sequences are relatively easy to obtain, our proposal of using self-supervised depth have the potential to be effectively
realized in real-world applications.
Comparison to the state-of-the-art approaches We
compare the performance of our final proposed model to
state-of-the-art methods on the SYNTHIA-to-Cityscapes
unsupervised domain adaptation task in Table 2. By exploiting the supervision from self-supervised depth estimation
and learning the correlation between semantics and depth,
the proposed method achieves 55.0% mIoU (stereo depth)
on this task. This yields a large margin of 6.7% absolute
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Table 3. Experiment results (mIoU in %) on the GTA5-to-Cityscapes task. Our method CorDA uses monocular depth estimation for GTA5
and stereo depth estimation for Cityscapes.
mIoU

21.0
22.4
23.3
26.2
21.0
27.6
23.3
31.1
27.8
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39.5
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29.3
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46.2
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40.6
39.9
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46.4
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20.1
14.8
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40.9
34.0
48.4
38.9
42.0
34.7
52.8
51.6

81.3
82.3
83.4
84.5
83.9
85.0
83.5
85.2
85.4
82.3
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84.9
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87.6

24.6
35.3
33.3
35.1
34.2
43.6
19.2
40.1
38.2
39.8
37.1
32.9
44.0
47.0

70.3
72.9
75.6
76.2
80.9
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88.8
89.7

53.8
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58.6
53.1
58.6
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58.6
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62.6
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66.7

26.4
17.8
27.6
30.7
24.0
31.6
30.8
31.1
34.6
34.4
37.5
29.0
35.8
35.9

49.9
78.9
73.7
84.8
82.7
83.3
83.5
82.5
84.7
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83.2
87.3
84.5
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17.2
27.7
32.5
34.2
30.3
35.3
36.8
32.3
21.9
34.1
46.0
39.2
45.7
48.9

25.9
30.3
35.4
43.4
35.9
49.7
52.0
42.9
42.7
53.1
45.6
49.6
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57.5

6.5
4.0
3.9
0.4
16.0
3.3
28.0
0.3
41.1
16.9
25.7
23.2
0.0
0.0
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24.9
30.1
28.4
25.9
28.8
36.8
36.4
29.3
27.7
23.5
34.7
27.3
39.8

36.0
12.6
28.1
35.3
42.8
35.6
46.4
46.1
37.2
46.4
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39.6
34.0
56.0

36.6
39.4
42.4
44.8
45.9
48.5
49.2
50.2
50.2
50.5
50.6
51.5
52.1
56.6

improvement compared to the previous state-of-the-art published work DACS [36]. We would like to highlight that, by
using either monocular or stereo depth estimations, our proposed method steadily outperforms the other approaches by
a large margin. This again shows the importance of learning
the correlation between semantic and depth.
We additionally compare our method to four existing
works which also utilizes available depth information during training. Unlike these works which use adversarial
training to make use of the additional depth from source
domain, we explicitly learn the correlation between modalities in both domains without any adversarial component.
This makes the training more stable and exploits the correlation more effectively. As shown in the table, the proposed
CorDA outperforms these methods by a large margin. Nevertheless, our method is complementary and can be potentially combined with these existing adversarial methods.

4.2. Results on GTA→
− Cityscapes
To further demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
CorDA framework and the importance of explicitly learning the correlation between depth and semantics, we compare our method to a wide range of 12 competitive works on
the GTA5-to-Cityscapes task. The experimental results are
summarized in Table 3. We use monocular depth estimation
as pseudo depth ground truth for GTA5 (as no stereo pairs
are available due to the limitation of the dataset) and stereo
depth estimation for Cityscapes. The results demonstrate
that our framework is robust to different sources of depth
estimations and a competitive CorDA model can be successfully trained using different types of depth estimations
for the two domains. Our method yields an absolute improvement of 4.5% mIoU over DACS, and achieves 56.6%
mIoU. This outperforms competing methods with a significant margin. As shown by sample predictions in Figure 3,
the prediction quality is largely improved on easily confusable classes such as sidewalk and road.

Choice of Pre-trained Weight To ensure a fair comparison with DACS, the same pretrained weights (ImageNet+COCO) was used in previous experiments. An alternative is to use ImageNet-only pretrained weights. To evaluate the impact of the pretrained weight choice on CorDA,
we reran the benchmark experiments with stereo Cityscapes
depth estimation using the ImageNet-only weights. In
this setup, CorDA achieves 54.6% (16 classes) and 56.4%
mIoU for SYNTHIA- and GTA-to-Cityscapes, respectively.
This performance is very similar to the results with ImageNet+COCO weight, and still outperforms competing
methods with a large margin.

5. Conclusions
In this work, we introduced a new domain adaptation
framework for semantic segmentation which effectively
leverages the guidance from self-supervision of auxiliary
task to bridge domain gaps. The proposed method explicitly learns the correlation between semantics and auxiliary
tasks to better transfer this domain-shared knowledge to the
target domain. To achieve this, a domain-shared task feature correlation module is used. We further made use of the
adaptation difficulty, approximated by the prediction discrepancy from the domain depth decoders, to refine our segmentation predictions. By integrating our approach into an
existing self-training framework, we achieved state-of-theart performance on the two benchmark tasks SYNTHIAto-Cityscapes and GTA-to-Cityscapes. The results verified
our motivation and demonstrated the importance of capturing the correlation between modalities to improve semantic
segmentation performance.
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